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  From a computer perspective, human action (HAR) recognition is a fashionable topic, yet sophisticated background 

recognition and high accuracy have been a challenging task. We are developing a deep neural network model to detect action in 

videos by calculating the temporal features of a person using the CNN model to benefit from the latest improvements in human 

image measurement from images.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 Over the past decade, human action (HAR) recognition 

has grown to become a more attractive research topic 

with many applications, such as virtual reality, 

intelligent human computer interaction, video 

surveillance, etc. Intelligent video monitoring, customer 

behavior, and purchase behavioral analysis. just a few 

areas where access to human activities in the real world 

have applications related to security and systematic 

support for location-based services the type of 

applications can be accessed individually.  

2. METHODOLOGY  

DATA PRE-PROCESSING 

We create data folder and class folder if not available. 

The video from dataset are ready one by one and 

converted to image frames for every one second into JPG 

formatThe task of this is to convert raw data into a 

straightforward and acceptable input model. Each frame 

was obtained from raw videos and rescaled to 160 * 

120[2] TRAINING USING CONVOLUTIONAL 2D 

NEURAL NETWORK 

The network which we exerted “convolutional 2F neural 

network available in keras for training and testing our 

model[3]SEQUENTIAL MODEL: Allows you to easily 

overlay consecutive layers (and duplicate layers) of the 

network from input to output.[4]ADD 2D 

CONVOLUTIONAL LAYER : Add 2D transition layer to 

activate 2D input images. The first argument passed to 

the Conv2D () layer function is the number of output 

channels - this time we have 32 output channels.[5]ADD 

THE TOP 2D LAYER :Add a top 2D composite layer. We 

can easily specify the plus size directions The accuracy 

produced by our work exceeds that of any other models 

available. We can see the sign accurately with our 

proposed system. The level of user authorization alone 

depends on effective methods of educating the user 

about the program and getting him or her 

acquainted.[6]RECOGNITION:Lastly, we transfer  

verification to the corresponding element so that Keras 

get to know which data has to be tested to the metric 
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while evaluate () using the models. Pre-trained models 

are loaded 

3. OBJECTIVE 

The objective and purpose of our research is to introduce 

a way to detect human activities from videos (CNNs) 

networks. Recent advances in human action prediction 

prompt us to propose a deep neural network model in 

order to detect action in videos by making 

computer-based temporal features of the CNN model. 

The approach is tested on the KTH  and the results 

obtained are well compared with advanced algorithms 

using hand-crafted features. Experimental results show 

that the proposed action recognition system provides 

high accuracy. 

4. ACTIVITY DIAGRAM 

 

5. PERFORMANCE  

Video from the database is ready one by one and 

converted to photo frames in a second in JPG format. 

These photos are stored in a folder. The data provided 

by the CNN algorithm is (X, Y), where X is the image 

and Y is the class value  

The first argument passed to the Conv2D () layer 

function is the number of output channels - this time we 

have 32 output channels. The kernel size for the next 

input in this scenario we chose to be a 5 × 5 moving 

window, accompanied by steps x and directions y We 

simply specify merging sizes in x and y.  

  The default step in Keras is to make it equal to the size 

of the pool.The installation  tensor  for  this  layer  is 

(batch_size, 28, 28, 32) - 28 x 28 image size and 32 from 

the previous layer showing the number of output 

channels.  

  The following is an excerpt from the sequence of 

events in order to install our fully integrated layers. The 

next two lines announce our fully integrated layers The 

next issue is the size of the collection. For this we use 32 

collection sizes. Next we exceed the number of training 

sessions (2 in this case). The verbose flag, set at 1 here, 

specifies if you want detailed information printed on the 

console about the continuation of the training.  

  The following argument is the size of the collection. 

For this we use 32 collection sizes. Next we exceed the 

number of training sessions (2 in this case). The verbose 

flag, set to 1 already shows if you want information 

printed on the console about the continuation of the 

training.  

  Finally, we transfer the verification or test data to 

match the function so that Keras knows what type of 

metric test DATA AGAINST EVALUATE () IS USED IN THE 

model. Pre-trained models are loaded  

6.  RESULT ANALYSIS  

 in the Conv2D Neural Network it was designed with 

two identical hidden layers and each hidden layer 

contains a large set of neurons i.e. using 256 dense 

neurons taken and this is multiplied by random weights. 

Through this in-depth network we have achieved 

promising results. Here we show the label of the 

characters  

Sample labeling data representation  

Layout Type Background Function Feature Map 

Number Feature Map Size Window Size Total 

Parameters  

  C1 Conv2D 1400 150X 150 150X 150 8400 The 

following figure shows the accuracy of training and loss 

and confirmation and loss of 20 repetition periods. 
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Table : data representation of labelling. 

 

Layer 

Type 

Layer 

operation 

No of 

feature 

map 

Feature 

map size 

Window 

size 

Total 

parameters 

C1 Conv2D 1400 150X 150 150X 150 8400 

 

7. CONCLUSION 

Proposed pause features may provide more 

discriminatory human action information than previous 

video features, such as impressions  
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